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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a system designed to assist users in
creating original songs from Japanese lyrics with ease.
Although software which helps in accomplishing this task
has advanced recently, assisting users in going through
the difficulties of composition is still a challenging task.
We discuss a possible solution for assisting composers
through three approaches; to design a system with direction functionality in generating songs, to formulate composition as an optimization problem, and to integrate a
synthesis and analysis engine of vocals and lyrics. After
54 days of operation of our implemented web-based system, 15, 139 songs were automatically generated by 5, 908
distinct users. On average, 2.33 songs were generated per
access to the website per user and a wide variety of composition parameters were chosen for song generation. The
results indicate that our method is able to greatly assist
users in generating original songs from Japanese lyrics.
1. INTRODUCTION
With recent advanced audio manipulation technologies and
widespread use of video sites on the Internet, it became
commonplace to create original songs and broadcast those
to the world. These situations can motivate “potential
users” who are not skilled at composing or mixing music, but have a desire to create their original music. Many
difficulties of creating music have been overcome by the
introduction of technologies for music content manipulation. Digital audio workstation (DAW) has enabled users
to obtain tracks with high quality instrument sounds and
edit music through cut and paste and adding audio effects. Furthermore, focusing on the more detailed aspects
of composition, our research investigates how computers
can assist users in overcoming the difficulties of composing melodies, especially when they do not have much proficiency or pertaining to composition.
Since early research on automatic composition with
computers [1], discussions have been made on how computers can assist the user’s creation of musical compositions [2]. Graphical interfaces have been exploited for
composition systems as well [3], which make it possible for users to handle more abstract commands for music
generation. New computer languages and data structures

have also been proposed for composition [4]. These languages provided environments that enabled users to generate music with algorithmic procedures. Computer systems for editing acoustic events and music scores also
have been proposed [5, 6]. These attempts raise questions about what kind of interface is user-friendly in such
systems. Interpretation of musical theoretical knowledge
and conventions of compositional methods in a form that
computers could handle is also looked into several approaches; Expert-knowledge based systems [7], a system
based on constraints satisfaction [8], systems with genetic
algorithms [9], imitating musical styles with example based
programming [10], probabilistic modeling of music [11,
13] and machine learning [14]. These approaches support
users when they do not have enough technical background
on music or composition.
The aim of this research is to design a system which
assists novice users in creating original songs easily. By
reviewing the previous automatic composition methods
from the viewpoint of composer’s assistance for novice
users, three problems arise: (1) how to give directions on
generating songs, (2) how to maintain consistency regarding musical theories, and (3) what the most easy-to-use
interface will be. In the following sections, we discuss
the approaches taken to deal with these problems. They
are (1) to design a system which combines the direction
functionality on generating songs, (2) to formulate composition as an optimization problem, and (3) to integrate a
synthesis and analysis engine of vocal and lyrics.
2. SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ASSISTANCE ON
CREATING SONGS FROM JAPANESE LYRICS
2.1. Design for giving directions on generating music
2.1.1. Direction based on decomposed components
In order to give directions on generating melodies of songs,
providing examples of existing songs can be effective. Since
music can be broken down into components such as melody,
harmony and rhythm, songs can be also decomposed into
rhythm of melody, chord sequence, accompaniment and
others. In addition, these musical components correlate
with one another. For instance, when the chord sequence
is in a sad mood, the melody with that chord sequence
tends to also be in a sad mood. Hence, posing direc-

tions on generating melodies are possible by referring to
the musical components which can be found in existing
songs.
Let us define ŝ as a song with melody m̂ that the user
would like to generate, with a direction that reflects the
mood of the chord sequence and a rhythm of the melody
appearing in s1 , and an accompaniment in another song s2 .
By representing the composition of song as f , the composition can be formulated as follows:
ŝ = (m̂, c1 , r1 , a2 )
=

f (c1 , r1 , a2 ) ,

(1)
(2)

where c1 , r1 and a2 are the chord sequence in s1 , rhythm
of melody in s1 and accompaniment pattern in s2 , respectively. Those are obtained with:
(c1 , r1 , a1 ) = f −1 (s1 ),
(c2 , r2 , a2 ) = f

−1

(s2 ),

(3)
(4)

where f −1 represents the decomposition of music. Methods for designing f will be discussed in Section 3. Since
decomposition of songs is a difficult task, the preparation
of libraries which contain typical patterns of chord progression, rhythm of the melody and the accompaniment is
proposed.
Variety can be expected in the generated results by
taking advantage of the vast number of possible combinations of patterns in the libraries. For instance, if 20 patterns were prepared for chord sequence patterns, melody
rhythm patterns and accompaniment patterns respectively,
203 types of melodies will be possible. Although duplication might happen in music styles of the melodies due
to poor variety in the libraries, a careful design of the libraries should be able to handle this. In addition, in order
not to confuse users by having them choose a lot of parameters, preset parameters can be prepared for each of
the musical styles.
2.1.2. Editing functionality of composition parameters
Although prepared libraries provide users with the ability to impose directions easily for generating melodies, it
may cause limitations for creating songs, as their composition will be subject to the available patterns in the libraries. A possible solution for this problem is to install
a pattern editing functionality with capabilities such as:
editing chord sequence patterns, rhythm patterns for the
melodies, accompaniment patterns, and analysis results of
accent and phonetics of the lyrics. These interfaces can
assist users in composing songs with more specific directions, nimus the difficulties of writing totally new chord
sequences, rhythm patterns and so forth.
2.1.3. Editing tentative generated results
After the songs are generated by the system, a user may
want to change the details of the generated songs. Here, it
can be hypothesized that users will feel editing an existing

result less cumbersome than creating a song from scratch.
This concept of user assistance can be implemented by
enabling reference to the composition parameters when
the songs are generated, and setting a resume button in
the interface for setting the parameters.
2.2. Design of a user-friendly interface
Lyrics are an easy-to-use input for novice users on music
since they require little or no musical knowledge in writing them1 . In case the user cannot find appropriate lyrics
to attach melody, an automatic lyric generator with natural
language processing techniques can be employed, such as
techniques for interpolating between specified keywords
using N-gram models. In general, a lot of information included in the lyrics to be reflected in songs are difficult
to extract (e.g. semantic information in the lyrics). However, prosody for the lyrics is relatively easy to estimate
from the lyrics input with the language processing frontend of the text-to-speech engine. Direction of structure
often appears to be related to how the lyrics are structured.
Therefore, the linefeed code in lyrics input can be used for
generating the structure segment for the music.
It is possible to disply the score in musical notation for
the generated results. Generated results are able to represent in score with music notation language. Assuming
there are users who are not necessarily capable of reading
musical scores, the results should be audible. Accompaniment audio track can be generated from MIDI data with
a MIDI synthesizer. Singing voices can be generated with
the singing voice synthesizer. A variety of voice qualities
can be obtained by varying the training data set or the vocal tract length parameter which can be specified in the
model.
2.3. Maintenance of consistency between musical components
Since there are dependencies between the musical components and the melody, maintaining consistency between
musical components during melody generation is necessary. Directions given on the melody are: (1) lyrics, (2)
chord progression, (3) accompaniment, (4) rhythm patterns for the melody, (5) musical theory such as contrapuntal conventions. Maintenance of consistency beyond
the given direction can be handled by using a probabilistic modeling and optimization as described in Section 3.
3. ALGORITHM FOR MELODY COMPOSITION
FROM JAPANESE LYRICS
In this section, we briefly review the method to compose
melody from Japanese lyrics with chord sequence pattern, rhythm pattern of the melody and accompaniment
pattern. This method is mainly based on the previous research [13].
1 Guido of Arezzo proposed a method to create pitches corresponding
to the vowels in the lyrics[12].

Figure 1. Pitch contour of “ka’mi” and “kami”’: the
pitch accent of the Japanese word is lexically contrastive
in ka’mi(A) ‘god’ vs. kami’(B) ‘paper’.

3.1. Japanese Prosody and its Role in Composition
Japanese is said to “have a fixed shape consisting of a
sharp decline around the accented syllable, a decline that
is usually analysed as a drop from a H2 tone to a L3 ” [15].
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1, “the place of the accent
is lexically contrastive, as in ka’mi ‘god’ vs. kami’ ‘paper”’ [15]. A melody attached to the lyrics cause an effect similar to the accent. Therefore we can assume that
the prosody of Japanese lyrics imposes constraits on pitch
motions of the melody.
3.2. Composition of Rhythm
3.2.1. Allocation of Lyrics on Melody
We assume that melody consists of segments each of which
correspond to a phrase structure and that the lyrics should
be divided into segments. For instance, 2 bars can be
treated as a segment for a song with a length of 8 bars.
Furthermore, in most of classical Japanese songs, one syllable (mora) corresponds to one note in a melody. Thus
the number of notes in each segment is determined by the
number of syllables. When we consider the constraints
on dividing the lyrics, the following 3 criteria can be assumed: (1) a the similar number of syllables in each segments is preferred, (2) the border of the segments should
not be crossed over within a word, (3) overly short lyrics
should be iterated prior to allocation. Under these constraints, we can solve the syllable allocation problem by
using dynamic programming.
3.2.2. Keeping Unity of Rhythm in Melody
Even though the numbers of notes in each of the segments
are decided, there still exists a large degree of freedom in
rhythm. One possible way to put constraints on rhythm
is to make it so that the generated rhythm belongs to the
same “family” of rhythms. To cope with this matter, a
“rhythm tree” can be used, that is one rhythm has similar
features, when one can be derived by uniting or dividing
the note on the another. In practice, tree structured templates of rhythm as shown in Fig. 2 are prepared beforehand by hand.
2 H:

high
3 L: low

Figure 2. By using the “rhythm tree”(above), rhythm corresponding to the number of syllables is generated with
consideration of keeping the unity of rhythm feature in
the same song.
3.3. Composition of Pitches
3.3.1. Composition with Probabilistic Inference
Some trends can be often observed in melodies. For instance, in the case of songs, pitches of the melody would
be constrained by the usual voice range of the singer. The
prosody of the lyrics also impose constraints on pitch motions of the melody. As we reviewed at Section 3.1, pitch
motions of Japanese songs largely follow the up-ward and
down-ward motions based on the prosody of the lyrics.
Furthermore, chord progression, bass line of the accompaniment part, and durations of each of the notes impose
constraints on the occurrence and transition of pitches on
the basis of écuriture of composition, such as harmony
and counterpoint.
For a certain obtained melody, that melody would satisfy these constraints as we discussed above. Conversely,
we can compose a song by finding the melody which optimally meets the conditions. Let the pitch sequence as a
sequence of MIDI note number be X1N = x1 x2 · · · xN , and
the sequence of conditions on pitch sequence be Y1N =
y1 y2 · · · yN , where each yn is a chord label with annotations of scale and tonality(cn ), duration of the note (dn ),
MIDI note number of the accompaniment bass (bn ), and
pitch accent
 information, i.e. yn = (cn , dn , bn , an ). Let
P X1N |Y1N also denote conditional probability for X1N given
Y1N which represent the tendency of pitch sequences X1N
under condition Y1N . The composition of pitch for melody
∗
can be considered as finding an optimal
sequence X1N

given Y1N which maximizes P X1N |Y1N :

∗
X1N = argmax P X1N |C1N .
(5)
X1N

By assuming


P xn |X1n−1 ,Y1N ' P xn |xn−1 ,Y1N ,

(6)

equation (5) will be as follows:
N

∗
X1N = argmax ∏ P xn |xn−1 ,Y1N ,
X1N

n=1

(7)

Figure 3. System flow of web-based automatic song composition system from Japanese lyrics and choice of parameters.


where P x1 |x0 ,Y1N = P x1 |Y1N . Since there are 128N
possible sequences of pitch, it is computationally unfeasible to search all of the possible sequences for the optimal
one. However, obtaining the optimal pitch sequence becomes O (N) by using dynamic programming [16].
4. ORPHEUS: AUTOMATIC COMPOSITION
SYSTEM FROM JAPANESE LYRICS
4.1. Overview of “Orpheus version 3”
“Orpheus version 3” is a web-based system for automatic
composition where users can create songs from Japanese
lyrics with choice of composition parameters. System
design and the composition algorithm discussed in Sections 2 and 3 have been implemented. Figure 3 shows the
flow of the system. This is our third version of “Orpheus”
automatic composition system series.
4.2. Lyrics input and choosing preset
The lyric input interface appears when the user accesses
the web site. The interface is shown in Fig. 4. Here, users
can input their lyrics in the text field. Linefeed code is
used for setting the structure. Users are also provided
with reserved symbols for instrumental segments markup, used for the generation of intro or endings to the song.
In case the user could not find out what lyrics to input, the system provides the user with an automatic lyrics
generator, which can generate lyrics from input of 1 to 5
keywords and then interpolate between keywords with an
N-gram model trained with lyrics database. Radio buttons
for choosing the preset parameters set for composition are
available at the bottom of the interface in order to avoid
irritating users with having to set a lot of composition parameters.
4.3. Giving directions on composition
When the user proceeds past the lyric input interface, the
terface for giving directions on composing songs will appear. This second interface is shown in Fig. 5. Each segment of the song is represented with a box. Users can
choose composition parameters for each segment. In the
latest version (version 3) of our system, around 30 chord
progressions, 65 rhythm patterns for melody (including

Figure 4. Interface for lyrics input and choosing preset
or set of composition parameters. (http://www.orpheusmusic.org/v3)
10 patterns which are able to generate melody with auftakt), and 37 accompaniment patterns are installed for the
user to give directions on generating songs. Prosody of
the lyrics is analyzed with the text-to-speech engine of
Galatea Talk [17], and shown in the text fields located
in the boxes. Users can manually correct the prosody by
editing the string in the text field. Composition parameters such as key settings and the upper and lower bounds
of the melody pitches can be organized with the pull-down
menu options. Parameters are also prepared in order to
add variety in generating songs such as: the choice of
adding the user’s name and the title of the song in the score
(two text field on the top of the interface), tempo change
(10 choices from 40 to 180 beats per minute), choice of
voices (11 choices which are obtained by varying vocal
tract length parameter), number of accompaniment tracks
(2 tracks in maximum), choice of musical instruments for
each accompaniment track, and choice of drums (24 patterns).
4.4. Composition result and results dissemination
As a result of the composition algorithm, users will obtain
songs satisfying constraints given by the parameters, musical theories and the up-ward and down-ward pitch motion of the lyrics. This interface is shown in Fig. 6. Vocals

Figure 5. Interface for giving directions on generating
songs. Each box represents the 8 bars segment. Composition parameters can be specified with the pull-down
menus in each box. The text field located in each box is
for editing the analyzed prosody of the Japanese lyrics.
The box with no text field is for the instrumental segment.

Figure 6. Interface for showing and downloading the results. Users can listen to generated songs with synthesized
singing voice accompanied by instrumental tracks. Score
data, and mp3 file are able to be downloaded. Functionality for tweeting the results on Twitter and sending comments to the system administrator are also installed.

are generated with a vocal synthesizer based on a hidden
Markov model [18]. Scores are generated with music notation language “lilypond”. Users can download the score
and the audio file of generated songs. Dissemination of
results with Twitter is also possible. If the user is not satisfied with the result, it is always possible to return to the
previous webpage to change parameters and execute the
composition again.

Table 1. Statistics on 54 days operation of web-based automatic composition service. N is the number of distinct
users. Distinct users were detected by checking duplicated
IP addresses. Ai , Si are the numbers of accesses and generated songs by each distinct user, respectively. The number
of generated songs per access was obtained by calculating
the average number of generated songs per access by a
user. Here, the number of accesses which users did not
compose was not counted.

5. DISCUSSIONS ON OPERATED RESULTS
During 54 days of operation, 5,098 distinct users tried
“Orpheus version 3” and 15,139 songs were generated
with 11,578 access to the composition server (Table 1).
Daily comparison of the numbers of generated songs, server
access and distinct users is shown in Fig. 7. The results
show 280 songs on average were generated daily during
operation. The number of distinct users was counted by
detecting and removing counts for the same IP addresses
in the access log. In order to analyze how well our system assisted the users to compose songs, we calculated
the average number of generated songs per access: R with
following equation:
R=

1 N Si
∑ Ai ,
N i=1

(8)

where N is the total number of users, i is for the index
of each user, Si is the number of songs which user i generated and Ai is the access count of user i. In addition,
we excluded the counts for generated songs and accesses
which were related with our research team members by
checking the IP addresses. Also, the number of accesses
where users did not compose is not counted. Results indicate that 2.33 songs in average were generated per access
to the system. These statistics indicate that our system

Distinct users
Access counts
Generated songs
Generated songs per access

N
∑i Ai
∑i Si
Si
1
N ∑i Ai

5098
11578
15139
2.33

provides adequate solutions for the novice users to compose their original songs.
Statistics for the chosen composition parameters are
shown in Table 2. Results show that a variety of parameters were chosen for composition. This may indicate
that users were proficient in giving directions on composing songs with our prepared parameter sets or preset styles. However, more investigations are needed for
finding whether the generated results were satisfying the
users’ intention or not.
In further versions and future work, in order to remove
limitations on user creation using the pre-installed composition parameters, preparing functionality for uploading
patterns by users through the web can be suggested. Furthermore, a function of rank those uploaded parameters or
generated results may promote the users to compose more
original songs. This may bring about a social network of
musical composition on the web.

Table 2. Top 10 presets or sets of composition parameters
during 54 days of operation.
Style preset (top 10)
“Singing with guitar” style (default)
“Rock 1” style
“Old Japanese Meiji-era songs” style
“Nursery songs 1” style
“Ballade” style
“Japanese typical school song” style
“Pops” style
“Rock 2” style
“Yesterday (from The Beatles)” style
“Nursery songs 2” style

Frequency
3622
2484
1658
1417
1285
1145
951
781
583
576

Figure 7. Numbers of generated songs, server access and
distinct users per day (data for 49 days out of total 54 days
is shown above): In average, 280 songs were generated
in a day. Distinct users were counted by detecting and
removing the same IP addresses in the access log.
6. CONCLUSION
We discussed a method to assist novice users in the creation of original songs from Japanese lyrics, and introduced our system “Orpheus version 3”. In order to help
navigate the user through the difficult process of composition, we proposed the following three system designs for
the solutions; (1) to design a system with direction functionality in generating songs, (2) to formulate composition
as an optimization problem, and (3) to integrate system
synthesis and analysis engine of vocal and lyrics.
Evaluation of our method took place through the web
service of our automatic composition system. The average
number of generated songs per user in a access to the webserver was 2.33 songs, and in total 15, 139 songs were
generated automatically during 54 days of operation. Various presets for composition parameters were chosen for
giving directions on generating songs. These results indicated that our method was a possible solution for encouraging novice users to compose their original songs. For

future work, we plan to add functionality for uploading
music components and recommending generated songs.
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